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Nobody knows southwest England like Lonely Planet. Whether you're after subdued beaches or

countryside walks, subtropical gardens or ancient monuments, a romantic hotel or a top restaurant,

this book gives you everything you need for an unforgettable trip.Tailor-make the perfect trip with

our hand-picked inspiring itineraries.Immerse yourself: local tips and insights get you to the heart of

the region.Detailed maps and driving tours make independent exploration easy.
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For sheer global reach and dogged research, attention must be paid to Lonely Planetâ€¦' --Los

Angeles Times, February 2, 2003 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

Who We AreAt Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travelers to connect with the

world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large. What We Do* We offer travelers

the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely Planet

authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages.* We are relentless in finding the special,

the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are.*We update our guidebooks by visiting

thousands of places in person to get the details right and tell it as it is.* We always offer the trusted

filter for those who are curious, open minded and independent.* We challenge our growing

community of travelers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world.* We tell it like it is



without fear or favor in service of the travelers; not clouded by any other motive.What We

BelieveWe believe that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and

therefore a better world. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Covers a lot, good info. Obviously does not cover everything, reasonably portable in pockets or

backpacks. Well made, good photgraphs.

Detailed and very helpful information/descriptions for the "everyday" traveler on a budget.

good shape and good price

Lots of great things to see including the tourist traps AND the other cool things to see that you might

not think about.

Lonely Planet always takes u off beaten path

good variety of up to date information, not too bulky to lug along, wish I had had the time to do more

of the stuff in the book.

This is such a complete book that covers all the great out of the way places that are good to visit.

These guides are consistently good. Nice detail, good route recommendations and good comments.

Used in conjunction with other guide books it provides a nice point of view, easy to read between

the lines as to whether a spot is worth investing travel time in.
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